
Paper Tower Challenge

 BUILD THE HIGHEST TOWER

USING PAPER

 Being able to agree on a strategy and

collaborate will be essential

Criteria: Tower height and time needed

for completion

Teamwork Architecture
Lego Set Rebuilding

COMMUNICATION

AIM: To re-build a lego set

following instructions 

Being able to give clear and precise

instructions as well as act according to

rules

Important: group members will be

divided into builders and architects-

only architects are allowed to see the

LEGO set

Distributed in groups, students have to complete six different challenges, which will test their 

global knowledge about EU and the project itself and also their ability to communicate, to work 

under stress or to solve problems. To succeed, they will have to work as a team and get as many 

points as possible. 

30-seconds

 AIM: Define and guess as many

words as possible 

Being able to work as a team under a

stressful situation will be indispensable

Important: each member of the group

will have to try to define words assigned

in the time established for that- 30

seconds per word/ 1 minute and 30

seconds altogether.

Stress- resistance

Logic Puzzles and

Language Problems

AIM:  WORK OUT THE

SOLUTION TO 20 PUZZLES 

 Being able to think together and find

the solution to quizzes and puzzles

Criteria: Number of right answers and

time needed for completion

Solving Puzzles 

Kahoot Challenge

 AIM: ANSWER QUESTIONS

 Using mobile apps to solve multiple

choice questions in a range of fields

Criteria: Number of right answers 

and points in terms of speed when 

answering

Checking global knowledge

about Europe and the project 

Debate

 AIM: To give arguments and

against  

Being able to argue and convince others

about your point of view

Important: at some point all the

members will have to act as

spokespeople for their group

Argue and Convince
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